Abstract This study investigates coordination between hand transport and grasp movement components by examining a hypothesis that the hand location, relative to the object, in which aperture closure is initiated remains relatively constant under a wide range of transport speed. Subjects made reach-to-grasp movements to a dowel under four speed conditions: slow, comfortable, fast but comfortable, and maximum (i.e., as fast as possible). The distance traveled by the wrist after aperture reached its maximum (aperture closure distance) increased with an increase of transport speed across the speed conditions. This finding rejected the hypothesis and suggests that the speed of hand transport is taken into account in aperture closure initiation. Within each speed condition, however, the closure distance exhibited relatively small variability across trials, even though the total distance traveled by the wrist during the entire transport movement varied from trial to trial. The observed stability in aperture closure distance across trials implies that the hand distance to the object plays an important role in the control law governing the initiation of aperture closure. Further analysis showed that the aperture closure distance depended on the amplitude of peak aperture as well as hand velocity and acceleration. To clarify the form of the above control law, we analyzed four different mathematical models, in which a decision to initiate grasp closure is made as soon as a specific movement parameter (wrist distance to target or transport time) crosses a threshold that is either a constant value or a function of the above-mentioned other movement-related parameters. Statistical analysis performed across all movement conditions revealed that the control law model (according to which grasp initiation is made when hand distance to target becomes less than a certain linear function of aperture amplitude, hand velocity, and hand acceleration) produced significantly smaller residual errors than the other three models. The findings support the notion that transport-grasp coordination and grasp initiation is based predominantly on spatial characteristics of the arm movement, rather than movement timing.
Introduction
Even after numerous studies of prehensile movements, rules and mechanisms governing the coordination between the transport and grasp components are not completely understood. Although in many studies transport duration or speed varied due to modifications of the distance to target or target size, in relatively few studies was the duration of the transport phase manipulated directly over a broad range of speeds (Wallace and Weeks 1988; Wallace et al. 1990; Wing et al. 1986; Wang and Stelmach 2001) . A significant modification in the transport speed of reach-to-grasp movements induces changes in the kinematic characteristics of not only the transport component, but also the grasp component. The maximum aperture between the thumb and index finger during the reach becomes wider for faster transport (Wing et al. 1986 ). Wallace and Weeks (1988) further demonstrated that the maximum aperture is dependent more on the transport duration than the transport speed. Namely, the shorter the transport time, regardless of the movement amplitude, the greater the maximum aperture. Thus, the aperture width appeared to be modified in relation to the temporal characteristics of the transport component. When reach-to-grasp movements were performed under various transport durations or speeds, the maximum aperture occurred at a relatively fixed timing in relation to overall movement duration (Paulignan et al. 1991a; Marteniuk et al. 1990; Rand et al. 2000; Smeets and Brenner 1999; Wallace and Weeks 1988; Wallace et al. 1990 ). However, some other studies demonstrated that the duration for aperture closure movement was unaffected by different task conditions (Bootsma and van Wieringen 1992; Gentilucci et al. 1992; Paulignan et al. 1991b; Watson and Jakobson 1997; Zaal et al. 1998 ). These observations led to a hypothesis that grasp formation and kinematics of the arm transport are temporally linked to coordinate the transport and grasp components (Hoff and Arbib 1993; Jeannerod et al. 1995; Jeannerod 1999) .
Other studies support the view that the reach-tograsp movement relies on a spatial coupling between the transport and grasp components (Haggard and Wing 1991 . More specifically, the grip aperture is modulated based on the distance between the hand and the object. Recent studies from our laboratory support this view by demonstrating an invariant nature of the hand location relative to the object where the aperture begins to close (Alberts et al. 2000 (Alberts et al. , 2002 Rand and Stelmach 2005; Saling et al. 1998; Stelmach 1998, 2001) . It was shown that the distance traveled by the wrist after maximum aperture (aperture closure distance) was relatively invariant, even though the distance traveled by the wrist prior to maximum aperture varied under different task constraints. This was observed in experiments that employed different target sizes and target distances (Alberts et al. 2000; Stelmach 1998, 2001) , different involvements of body segments Stelmach 1998, 2001 ), a forearm rotation during the reach (Rand and Stelmach 2005) , different conditions for obstacle avoidance (Alberts et al. 2002; Saling et al. 1998) , and with or without mechanical perturbations applied on the reaching arm . These findings were interpreted as evidence that the onset of aperture closure is controlled by spatial information regarding the hand location relative to the object, and hence the transport and grasp components are coordinated primarily in the spatial domain.
However, such space-based coordination between the transport and grasp has not been examined over a large range of movement speeds. One previous study (Wang and Stelmach 2001) examined the effect of transport speed on the aperture closure distance. Two speed conditions defined as ''comfortable'' and ''as fast as possible'' were tested, with the finding that there was little difference in aperture closure distance between these conditions. The aperture closure distance was thus again shown to be rather stable across speed conditions. In the same study, object size and movement distance were varied, producing movements that were executed at different speeds across trials. Despite these manipulations, the range of transport speeds was relatively small. It may be possible that the aperture closure distance could be altered, if a much greater range of transport speed were examined. Similar to our previous studies (Alberts et al. 2000 (Alberts et al. , 2002 Rand et al. 2004; Saling et al. 1998; Stelmach 1998, 2001) , the current study examines whether transport-grasp coordination is better formulated in terms of spatial or in terms of temporal characteristics of the movement by comparing the extent of invariance in those characteristics with regard to transport speed and distance. For this purpose, in this study we expanded the range of speed manipulations from that previously tested and examined how the aperture closure distance varied across that range. To analyze transportgrasp coordination, we applied a relatively new approach, which is based on a theoretical concept that the initiation of aperture closure is governed by a certain control law, a function defined on certain state parameters of arm-target dynamics, such as the hand distance to target, hand velocity, aperture, etc. This approach was successfully used for modeling neural control of arm movements . In our study, we used it to elucidate the relationship between arm movement parameters and a decision to initiate aperture closure. The existence of such a control law has been shown also in our previous study (Rand et al. 2006) .
This study demonstrates that the aperture closure distance significantly increases with faster transport speed across a range of speed conditions. In addition, the trial-to-trial variability of the aperture closure distance can be explained to a significant extent by its dependence on the aperture amplitude, wrist velocity, and acceleration, supporting the above control law hypothesis. Preliminary findings of this study were presented elsewhere (Squire et al. 2004 ).
Materials and methods

Subjects
Eleven subjects (eight males, three females; mean (SD) age was 22.3 (2.0) years old) participated in this study. All subjects were right-handed. This study was approved by Arizona State University's Institutional Review Board overseeing the use of human subjects in research. All subjects signed informed consent forms prior to participation.
Procedure
All subjects were seated comfortably in front of a tabletop on which the target object was placed. The start position consisting of a push plate was located approximately 15 cm from the subject's midline. The target was an opaque cylinder (2.1 cm in diameter, 10 cm height). All subjects performed reach-to-grasp movements with their dominant hand. Subjects were instructed to place the ulnar side of the hand at the start position before each trial and to keep their thumb and index finger together. All trials were preformed in dim lighting. At the beginning of each trial, the target was lit up by a red light emitting diode (LED) for a random period between 1 and 2 s before a ''beep''. The ''beep'' signaled the subject to reach for the target and lift it. The target remained lit for the duration of each trial. The target was placed at 15 or 30 cm along the midline of the trunk from the area at which the index finger and thumb were placed on the start position. Subjects were instructed to reach for and grasp the target using a precision grip (i.e., between the thumb and index fingers), and lift the object a few centimeters from the tabletop. Four speed conditions were tested: slow, comfortable, fast but comfortable, and as fast as possible without knocking the target over. Subjects modified their movement speed based on the examiner's verbal instruction, which also included an emphasis that each speed should be distinctively different from other speeds. In the rest of the text, these four conditions are referred to as slow, normal, fast, and maximum. Each combination of speed and distance was tested in blocked trials. Twelve trials were performed for each condition, the first two were practice trials to allow the subject to become familiar with the task and the subsequent ten trials were used in the analysis. The order of the speed conditions was randomized across the participants. Half of the subjects started with the 15 cm distance and the other half with the 30 cm distance. Each speed condition was performed at both the 15 and 30 cm distances before moving to the next speed condition.
Arm and finger positions during reach-to-grasp movements were recorded using an Optotrak 3D system (Northern Digital). Infrared light emitting diodes (IREDs) were placed over the wrist, tip of the index finger and the tip of the thumb. An additional IRED was placed on the target in order to record its position and movement. Positions of the IREDs were sampled at a rate of 100 Hz.
Data analysis
Kinematic characteristics related to the grasp component and the transport component were analyzed. The transport component was assessed based on the position of the IRED on the wrist. Wrist velocity during the reach was tangential velocity calculated as the first derivative of wrist position. Derivatives were calculated based on the sliding window technique, where the data points within the window (the window width was 7 points) were approximated with a quadratic polynomial. The polynomial was then used for calculating analytic derivative at the window's center (or other points, when at the beginning or end of the data array representing the curve). Thus, calculating derivatives using this method also provided data filtering. The grasp component was assessed based on the positions of the IREDs on the index and thumb fingertips. Grip aperture was defined as the resultant distance between these two IREDs. Grip aperture velocity was calculated as the first derivative of grip aperture data. The value of peak velocity during aperture closure was measured as peak aperture closure velocity. Both the temporal changes in grip aperture and maximum grip aperture were determined. Target touch was identified as the onset of any movement of the target, as determined from the movement of the IRED placed on the object. The end of the transport was defined as simultaneous to the target touch. Calculating the onset of transport and aperture was performed by an automated movement parsing algorithm (Teasdale et al. 1993; algorithm B) . All of these landmarks were verified by visual inspection by the experimenter; any errors were corrected.
Temporal measurements included: (1) transport time: the duration from movement onset to the target touch, (2) aperture opening time: the duration from movement onset to maximum aperture, (3) aperture closure time: the duration from maximum aperture to the target touch, and (4) normalized aperture opening time expressed as a percentage of transport time. In addition, the following spatial parameters were measured: (1) transport distance: the distance from movement onset to the target touch, (2) aperture opening distance: the distance from movement onset to maximum aperture, and (3) aperture closure distance: the distance from maximum aperture to the target touch. These distances were calculated as a cumulative resultant trajectory length between two positions of the wrist IRED. It should be noted that the end of the arm transport was simultaneous to the target touch in this study, which is slightly earlier than the time defined in many other studies (the end of grasp, Alberts et al. 2002; Castiello et al. 2000; Paulignan et al. 1991a) , because the fingers continued to close after the target touch. Forward displacement of the wrist IRED was observed from the target touch to the completion of the grasp, most often for the faster speed conditions. This was because the target was pushed and tilted forward away from subjects. Thus, including the wrist displacement data during this period would distort wrist-target distance information at the time of the aperture closure initiation. Furthermore, since the hand had been transported to the target by the time of the target touch, we chose the target touch to be the end of wrist transport.
For each kinematic measurement, a mean value across all trials for each subject was calculated for each condition. Based on these mean values, a 2 (distance) · 4 (speed) ANOVA with repeated measures, distance and speed as within-subject factors, was performed. When needed, a post hoc comparison was performed by using a paired t-test with Bonferonni correction (a=0.05) to identify significant differences between individual cell means.
Four different models of the control law governing aperture closure initiation (see Introduction) were examined in this study. First, we hypothesized that the aperture closure is initiated at a constant distance D of the hand from the target (Model 1). This control law (formulated in terms of spatial parameters) can be expressed as
where D thr is a distance-to-target threshold. It is assumed that aperture closure is not initiated, while a state where D > D thr .
Second, we examined a hypothesis that the aperture closure is initiated at a constant aperture opening time T (Model 2). The initiation is not made while T < T thr . This control law (formulated in terms of temporal parameters) can be expressed as
where T thr is an aperture opening time threshold. Third, we examined a generalization of Model 1 where the distance-to-target threshold depends on certain state parameters (grip aperture (G), wrist velocity (V w ), and wrist acceleration (A w ) (Model 3). Then, the condition for the onset of aperture closure can be presented formally as
Fourth, we examined a generalization of Model 2 where the threshold for aperture opening time depends on the same state parameters as above Model 3 (Model 4):
Note that, as a temporal threshold for the onset of aperture closure in Models 2 and 4, we chose aperture opening time among other possible temporal parameters, such as aperture closure time and normalized aperture opening time. This preference was based on the fact that, while the time expired since movement initiation is observable at any moment in time during the movement, the aperture closure time (or the aperture opening time relative to the total movement time) is not, because the subject has not finished the movement yet.
To test the validity of those control law models, the aperture closure distance, aperture opening time, grip aperture amplitude, wrist velocity and wrist acceleration were measured at the time of maximum aperture (and hence the initiation of the aperture closure). This approach has been successfully used in our previous study (Rand et al. 2006) . The coefficients of a particular model of the control law were identified based on the standard method, namely by minimizing the least square deviation of the model's prediction from the actual, experimentally measured values of the target variable (the aperture closure distance or aperture opening time). Then, the R 2 values and the absolute residual errors were calculated for each subject based on all trials across all speed and distance conditions by using a linear regression analysis. The relative residual errors were then calculated as the ratio between the absolute residual error and the average value of the corresponding variable.
Next, the residual errors were statistically compared between different models. A 4 (model) · 11 (subject) ANOVA with repeated measures, model as a within subject factor and subject as a between subject factor, was performed for this purpose. A post hoc comparison was performed by using an dependent t-test with Bonferonni correction (a=0.05).
Results
General characteristics of reach-to-grasp movements
As expected from the four different speed instructions, the subjects altered the speed of wrist transport across the speed conditions. The average transport velocity in the near target condition was 0.08, 0.16, 0.25, and 0.36 m/s for the slow, normal, fast, and the maximum conditions, respectively. The comparable values in the far target condition were 0.12, 0.26, 0.46, and 0.63 m/s. Figure 1 shows the average transport time and peak wrist velocity across subjects. The subjects gradually decreased transport time from the slow speed condition to the maximum speed condition (Fig. 1a) . This change was accompanied by the gradual increase in peak velocity of the wrist movement, which was changed with the speed manipulation for both the near and far target conditions (Fig. 1b ). An ANOVA revealed that there was a significant speed effect for both parameters (transport time: F (3,30) =86.70, P<0.001; peak velocity: F (3,30) =78.37, P<0.001). However, as can be seen in Plot a, the slope of decrease in the transport time from the slow to the maximum speed condition was steeper for the far-target conditions than that for the near-target condition. Similarly, the slope of increase in the peak wrist velocity was steeper for the far-target condition (Fig. 1b) . Accordingly, a distance by speed interaction was significant for both parameters (transport time: F (3,30) =8.66, P<0.001; peak velocity (F (3,30) =34.97, P<0.001). The speed manipulation also changed the grasp component. The maximum aperture amplitude gradually increased as the movement speed increased (F (3,30) =53.38, P<0.001, Fig. 1c) . Similarly, the peak velocity of aperture closure movement increased for faster transport movements (F (3,30) =37.56, P<0.001, Fig. 1d ). However, the distance to the target did not influence the aperture amplitude or velocity during the reach (Fig. 1c, d ).
Aperture closure distance
To illustrate aperture formation during the reach, typical aperture profiles for one subject for each of the four speed conditions are shown in Fig. 2a in relation to normalized transport distance. The aperture increased gradually, reached its peak, and closed in the last phase of transport movements. Note that the transport distance during the closure phase of aperture formation was longest in the maximum speed condition and shortest in the slow speed condition, showing that the aperture closure distance changed with speed manipulations. The group data of the total transport distance parsed into the aperture opening distance and closure distance are shown in Fig. 3a, b . The average aperture closure distance across subjects steadily increased from the slow condition to the maximum condition, and there was a significant main effect of the speed condition (F (3,30) =20.02, P<0.001). Since the average total transport distance did not differ across speed conditions (P>0.05), the changes of the aperture closure distance across conditions was accompanied by the changes of the aperture opening distance (F (3,30) =9.56, P<0.001). Furthermore, the closure distance was significantly greater for the far target condition than that for the near target condition (F (1,10) =12.29, P<0.01) . These results show that the closure distance changed across speed conditions.
In order to examine if maximum grip aperture (hence the initiation of aperture closure) occurred at a consistent location relative to the hand location at reach onset or object location, the aperture opening distance and aperture closure distance were plotted against the total transport distance for each speed condition (Fig. 4a-d) . The near and far target conditions exhibited basically the same results, and the data from the far target condition are shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen in the graph, opening distance varied between trials; namely it increased as the total transport distance increased for all speed conditions. In contrast, the closure distance was consistent across trials with different total transport distances in the slow and normal conditions, and there was no significant correlation between the two parameters (Plots a and b, P>0.05). However, the closure distance slightly increased as the total transport distance When a linear correlation between the two parameters was measured within each subject for each speed condition (Table 1) instead of all trials and subjects together (Fig. 4) , a significant condition main effect was found in the slope, but the differences among conditions was not significant in the subsequent post hoc analysis (see statistical results in Table 1 ). Thus, there was no or only marginal increases in the slope for the fast and maximum conditions. Therefore, each subject produced a relatively constant closure distance across trials in relation to the total transport distance for each speed condition. Such stability in aperture closure distance in comparison to the aperture opening distance was in agreement with other previous studies (Alberts et al. 2000 (Alberts et al. , 2002 Rand and Stelmach 2005; Rand et al. 2004; Stelmach 1998, 2001 ). However, across the range of speed conditions the closure distance changed (Fig. 3a, b) , suggesting that the initiation of the aperture closure is not determined solely on the distance information from the hand to the target during the reaching.
Aperture closure time
We also examined the effect of speed on the time used for the aperture closure. Typical aperture profiles for one subject (Fig. 2b) show that the subject gradually increased the proportion of transport time that was used for aperture closure from the slow condition to the maximum condition. As group results (Fig. 3c, d ), the aperture closure time steadily decreased from the slow condition to the maximum condition. The main effect of speed condition was significant (F (3,30) =31.04, P<0.001). There was no difference between the two distance conditions. The results show that the aperture closure time is influenced substantially by the speed. To examine whether maximum aperture occurred at a consistent time relative to reach onset or to the grasping of the target object, the aperture opening time and aperture closure time are plotted against the total transport time in Fig. 4e-h ). As shown in the plots, the aperture opening time was longer for the trials with longer total transport time for all speed conditions. However, the relation between the aperture closure time and total movement time changed considerably across different speed conditions. The aperture closure time was consistent across trials, regardless of the increase of the total transport times in the slow condition (Fig. 4e , slope = 0.015, r=0.041, P>0.05). This was possibly caused by the fact that the subjects initiated the aperture closure at a short distance from the object (Fig. 3a, b) and under the very slow wrist velocity and acceleration (see Fig. 5b, c) . In contrast, aperture closure time increased as the total transport time increased for the maximum condition (Fig. 4h , slope = 0.464, r=0.781, P<0.001). These findings were confirmed in the withinsubject data (Table 1 ). The average slope of the increase of aperture closure time in relation to the total transport time became steeper for faster conditions. The condition main effect was significant (see statistical results in Table 1). These data clearly show that the aperture closure time changed substantially across trials with different total transport times.
Normalized aperture opening time
Previous studies demonstrated that the maximum aperture occurs at a certain percentage of transport time (Smeets and Brenner 1999) . Thus, we further examined The values of this parameter were significantly greater for the near target condition than those for the far target condition (F (1,10) =36.41, P<0.001). Thus, the maximum aperture occurs at a different percentage of transport time depending on the different speed conditions and the different distance conditions. Furthermore, to assess whether maximum aperture occurred at a fixed time relative to the transport duration, the normalized aperture opening time is plotted against the total transport time in Fig. 4i -l. While the normalized aperture opening time slightly increased for longer total transport time in the slow condition (Fig. 4i , slope = 0.005, r=0.292, P<0.01), it decreased in the maximum condition ( Fig. 4l : slope = À0.031, r = À0.439, P<0.001). These features were confirmed in the within-subject data (Table 1). Thus, normalized aperture opening time changed depending on the different total transport times. These findings suggest that the initiation of the aperture closure is not determined primarily based on a fixed percentage of the time spent for the aperture opening in relation to the total movement time.
Additional factors that influence aperture closure initiation
Despite the foregoing analyses, it is still unclear whether the trial-to-trial variance in the aperture closure distance was due to the dependence of this parameter on the speed of transport. One possibility is that the closure distance depended on transport speed within each trial. If the subjects moved slower, they would not initiate aperture closure until the wrist distance to the target was proportionally shorter. This was the case across the range of speed conditions (Figs. 2a, 3a, b) . Based on the control-law hypothesis (see Introduction), we analyzed how aperture closure distance was modulated in relation to other parameters at the time of maximum aperture (and hence the initiation of aperture closure). The relationship between aperture closure distance and maximum aperture amplitude, wrist velocity, and wrist acceleration, was examined. Figure 5a -c depicts the closure distance against each of these parameters for all subjects for all speed conditions to the far target. Data points in the plots are each subject's mean values. As can be seen in the plots, there is a positive relation between the closure distance and each of these parameters. The aperture closure distance became greater as the maximum aperture amplitude was greater (A), as the wrist velocity at the time of maximum aperture was greater (B), and as the wrist acceleration at the time of maximum aperture was greater (C), which qualitatively supports the above hypothesis. There was also a positive relationship between these three parameters and the aperture closure distance on the trial-totrial base for each subject, as shown in Figure 6 as an example from one subject.
The validity of the four models of the law controlling aperture closure initiation across all speed and distance conditions was tested as described in Materials and methods. The corresponding regression analyses were carried out based on all trials across all speed and distance conditions for each subject separately as well as for all subjects taken together. When the analyses were carried out separately for each subject, the average R 2 value was similar for Model 3 and Model 4 ( Table 2 ). The average residual error for Model 3 was the smallest among all Models (Table 2) . The 4 (model) · 11 (subject) ANOVA revealed that the model main effect was significant (F (3,30) =24.54, P<0.001). The post-hoc analysis confirmed that Model 3 was significantly smaller compared with all other models (P<0.05), 
Mean (SE) values across subjects Slopes and correlation coefficients were calculated for each subject for near and far distances, which were used to calculate the mean value across subjects NS Not significant, S-F slow-fast comparison, S-M slow-maximum comparison, N-M normal-maximum comparison df=3,30; *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; ( * ) 0.1<P<0.05
indicating that the onset of aperture closure initiation was predicted most precisely in Model 3 which used the distance-to-target threshold depending on other state parameters. This suggests that (1) the control law using a spatial parameter (Model 3) is better than that using a temporal parameter (Model 4), and that (2) the control law using a distance-to-target threshold depending on other state parameters (Model (3) is better than that using a constant distance-to-target threshold.
When the foregoing analyses were carried out based on all subjects, the average R 2 value became much higher for Model 3 (0.74) than for Model 4 (0.50). The residual errors obtained based on each subject from Model 3 were compared with those based on all subjects from Model 3 (Table 2 ) in order to determine whether the same control law can fit all subjects (which one can expect based on the parameter relationships illustrated in Fig. 5 ). The 2 (calculation method) · 11 (subjects) ANOVA revealed that the average residual error based on each subject was slightly but significantly smaller than those based on all subjects (F (1,858) =44.85, P<0.001). However, as can be seen in Table 2 , the magnitude of difference (0.248 vs. 0.289) was much smaller than the differences between Model 3 and each of other models, such as Model 4 (0.481) that used the aperture opening time threshold. This small magnitude of difference indicates that the control law among subjects variability is small, suggesting that Model 3 also works generally across subjects. This result fits well with the results illustrated in Fig. 5 . Since the variability of a certain parameters across all subjects is considerably greater than the variability within an individual subject, it is possible that the slight increase in residual errors was due to the violation of relationship linearity assumption within the greater span.
Discussion
The present study was designed to investigate the dependence of the aperture closure initiation on movement parameters across a wide range of speed manipulations. We found that the aperture closure distance increased with the speed of the transport movement across different speed conditions (Fig. 3a, b) . The increase of aperture closure distance for faster transport movements apparently was necessary to allow for extra time before touching the object. On the other hand, if the aperture closure movement were carried out fast enough to compensate for the faster transport movement, the aperture closure distance would have been consistent across different speed conditions instead of being gradually lengthened as transport speed was increased. Indeed, the aperture closure becomes faster for the faster speed conditions (Fig. 1d) . However, this modulation of the aperture closure speed was apparently not sufficient to keep aperture closure distance invariant across all transport speed conditions.
The observed dependency of aperture closure distance on the speed of transport may seem to contradict with the results of another study (Wang and Stelmach 2001) , where no significant change in aperture closure distance with the movement speed was found. This discrepancy possibly stems from the difference in speed manipulation ranges between the two studies. Mean peak wrist velocity ranged from 195 mm/s (slow condition) to 880 mm/s (as fast as possible condition) in the present study, while that of the Wang and Stelmach study ranged from 428 mm/s (comfortable speed condition) to 628 mm/s (as fast as possible condition). Furthermore, even though both studies used the ''comfortable'' and ''as fast as possible'' instructions, the difference in peak velocity between the conditions with these instructions was more than two-fold in the current study, whereas it was only about 50% in the previous study. Thus, due to the small range of transport speed manipulations as well as the small difference in transport speed between the conditions of the two instructions, the effect of speed conditions on the aperture closure distance was likely minimized in the previous study. Additionally, the previous study included a condition with strenuous accuracy requirements and a condition with trunk motion involvement during prehensile movements, including these conditions might have reduced the sensitivity of the closure distance measure to speed manipulations. We found that aperture closure initiation significantly varied with transport speed but did not vary with transport distance. The closure distance was approximately constant across all transport distance variations within a certain transport-speed condition (Fig. 4, Table 1 ), which is consistent to previous studies (Alberts et al. 2000 (Alberts et al. , 2002 Rand and Stelmach 2005; Rand et al. 2004; Stelmach 1998, 2001 ). This suggests that spatial information on the distance from the hand to the object plays a dominant role in triggering the aperture closure. By generalizing this idea, we have formulated a hypothesis that the initiation of aperture closure is controlled based on a specific function arguments of which include observable parameters of the moving arm and its relationship with the target object (see Materials and methods). The behavioral results showed that the aperture closure distance depended on the hand velocity, peak aperture and hand acceleration. This dependence was observed not only across the subjects (for parameter mean values, Fig. 5 ), but also across trials, for an individual subject (Fig. 6) . To verify the above hypothesis, we fit our data into four different linearized models of the control law and statistically compared the corresponding residual errors. From the fact that Model 3 is significantly more accurate than each of the other three models is, two main conclusions can be made. First, aperture closure initiation is based predominantly on spatial parameters of the movement, rather than on hand transport timing. Second, making a decision to start closing the aperture, besides being based on the hand's distance to the target, significantly involves other state parameters, namely hand velocity, grip aperture, and hand acceleration.
The high R 2 values and relatively low residual error values of Model 3 indicate the existence of statistically significant invariance of the corresponding control law with respect to transport speed and overall transport distance to target. Furthermore, it appears that the same model can accurately describe the control law employed by all participating subjects. These results are fully consistent with data from our previous study in which we found that the control law related to grasp initiation is similar even between healthy controls and Parkinson patients (Rand et al. 2006) . Thus, the state of arm reach (velocity and acceleration) and state of grasp (aperture amplitude) are likely taken into account by the CNS in order to control the initiation of the aperture closure. To employ this control strategy, subjects likely utilize proprioceptive information regarding arm velocity and acceleration as well as finger grip. Previous studies have demonstrated that proprioceptive information is necessary for the control of reach-to-grasp movements (Gentilucci et al. 1994; Jeannerod 1986 ).
Movement variability is caused by many factors, such as perception noise, planning noise, movement execution noise, etc. (van Beers et al. 2004 ). Establishing a model that describes the control of aperture closure initiation and applying it to the current data is desirable to identify the source of variability. The results of the present study provide a constructive approach to identifying the main parameters based on which a decision to initiated aperture closure is made during the movement. However, the functional architecture of the movement control system implementing the corresponding control law remains largely unclear. Several models of reach-to-grasp movements have been developed. For example, the model by Hoff and Arbib (1993) describes the kinematics of hand transport and grasping in a manner that these two components are temporally coordinated, based on an assumption that the aperture closure starts at a moment that corresponds to a consistent aperture closure time (a constant enclosure time model). Our experimental results appear to contradict that assumption.
The existence of a specific control law indicated by the results of this study is generally consistent with modeling movement control as optimal with respect to a specific optimality criterion, an approach that recently has gained much popularity. A digit model proposed by Smeets and Brenner (1999) is based on an idea that the thumb and index finger are independently controlled based on the minimum-jerk model (Flash and Hogan 1985) and move independently to final positions of an object being grasped perpendicularly to its surface. A model by Rosenbaum et al. (2001) that finds an armand-hand goal posture, subsequently finds a trajectory in arm-hand posture space so that a collisions with an object being grasped would be avoided. While the Hoff and Arbib model specifies aperture closure initiation, the models by Smeets and Brenner and Rosenbaum et al. achieve the aperture closure through a constraint of minimum jerk or movement cost reduction. Testing whether these and other models can reproduce present experimental data would be useful to better understand what optimality criterion is used by the CNS to develop a control law for the initiation of aperture closure.
